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Intro

Welcome!

We’re here to help. Ask questions, send emails.
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This week

Homework

Java Tutorial (this week only)
Weekly online homework (expert.ethz.ch)
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Online exercises: expert.ethz.ch

Enroll with your nethz account.

https://expert.ethz.ch/enroll/AS18/inf1baug

Make sure you are enrolled to this exercise group!

If you have trouble, ask for help.
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Online exercises

Weekly, hand in by Wednesday evening (23:59).
XP points awarded for successfully completing exercises.
XP points unlock bonus exercises (2 during the semester) that are
worth up to 1/4 of a grade.
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Online exercises

We will provide feedback.
The code exercises are auto-graded: there will be a minimum
passing threshold to obtain the XP.
The XP points value of task is shown next to the task in expert.
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Online exercises

Only the last submission counts. If you try things out, make sure to
re-submit your best solution.

We can see the history of your code changes: in some cases we
may look at how you got to the solution.
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Online exercises

Demo.

https://expert.ethz.ch
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https://expert.ethz.ch


Online exercises: Rules

No cheating allowed. While we encourage discussing exercises in
groups, each submission must represent the work of a single
student.
Follow the rules. Certain exercises have specific rules. Submitted
solutions that do not follow these rules will have points deducted.
Solutions that are not solving the given task but only the given test
cases count as failed.
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Try the first exercise

Try the first two exercises on your laptops, and submit.

If you don’t have a laptop with you, work with someone sitting next to
you. You can try with your account later.
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Try the first exercise

Questions?
Need help?
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Java tutorial

Learn the basics. Homework for this week.

https://frontend-1.et.ethz.ch/sc/WKrEKYAuHvaeTqLzr

Also linked from the course site.

Nothing to submit. Not graded.
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https://frontend-1.et.ethz.ch/sc/WKrEKYAuHvaeTqLzr


Enjoy the course

Questions?
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